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Membership
Provisional members made into Full members this 
year have to pay the Full member rate. 
New members wishing to join should send a 
cheque payable to Chelsea Spelæological 
Society along with their membership application 
form to the Secretary. Members who are renewing 
a subscription should sent the payment to the 
Treasurer. The committee will normally consider 
voting provisional members up to full membership 
after 6 months by which time they should have 
become known.
Provisional membership can be extended for 
another 6 months, but only once, if a Provisional 
Member has been unable to become known 
socially and as an active caver within the club. 
Please contact the Treasurer with any queries.

Please send all subscriptions to:
Gary Jones, 4 Glebe Close, 
Bookham, Leatherhead,
KT23 4DJ

Current rates are:
Full  £25
Joint  £33
PLUS your BCA subscription per person 
of £6 for non cavers and £17 for cavers.
Members who have BCA membership via another 
club need not pay twice but should include their 
BCA number and membership club with their 
payment.
Associate    £21 (BCA Non Caver already included)
Provisional   £20

Andy Watson admires the crinoids
in Cloford Quarry Cave  

Photo: Mark ‘Gonzo’ Liumley
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Editorial
Thanks to all those who have provided 
material for this newsletter, please keep 
it coming

Please send all material to:

Mark Lumley, 

The Creative Edge
7 Langleys Lane, 
Clapton, Radstock,
Somerset BA3 4DX

Mark Lumley 
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The Agen 
Allwedd 
Album
by Joe Duxbury

New Caving Exhibition for Wells and 
Mendip Museum

In September I took a group of 
Belgian friends on a trip into 
Agen Allwedd. It was a basic 
orientation trip, and we visited 
The Ace of Spades. On the drive 
back home, what should be 
played on the radio but “The Ace 

Chelsea members Lee 
Hawkswell, Mark Lumley, Mandy 
and Matt Voysey are helping in 
the production of a permanent 
new caving exhibition for Wells 
and Mendip Museum.

Based in two small rooms on 
the ground floor the exhibition 

However, this might not be totally comprehensive. If anyone else 
would like to make some additions, then please do. 

1 Ace of Spades Motörhead
2 Summertime Blues Eddie Cochran
3 Cold Turkey John Lennon
4 The White Cliffs of Dover Vera Lynn
5 Midnight Special Leadbelly
6 Keyhole Bravesoul
7 In the Summertime Mungo Jerry
8 Easter Parade Bing Crosby & Judy Garland
9 Chocolate Kylie Minogue
10 A Lovely Meander Three Fish
11 Echo Song Element Eighty
12 I’m Stuck in a Pagoda ... Dickies
13 Coal Cellar Tobi Monotona
14 The Maypole Song The Mediaeval Baebes
15 Sweet as the Flowers in Maytime Carter Family
  

of Spades”, by Motörhead.
Which got me thinking: what 
other parts of Agen Allwedd are 
commemorated in song? After 
a little searching, I now present 
to you, The Agen Allwedd 
Album.

will cover several different 
aspects relating to caves and 
caving on the Mendips.

In addition to caving exhibits 
stored at the Museum that have 
not previously been displayed 
the exhibition will feature a 
reconstruction of a sump and a 

typical cave dig together with 
audio visual portraying caving 
and digging beneath the Mendips.
There will also be a focus on the 
Wells and Cheddar catchment 
areas and new discoveries.

The exhibition is planned to 
open at the beginning of April. 

Membership
Welcome to new provisional members: 
Rachael Cottam
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Montenegro 2012
by Joe Duxbury

Here we were again, back in 
Montenegro for the fourth year 
running. The team was a little 
smaller, with only 11 of us from 
the UK.

The format was much the same as 
before, with a group of six of us (Paul 
Taylor (GSS), Robin Weare (Hades), 
Mike Read, David and John Stevens, 
and myself) driving a minibus with 
all the camping and caving kit, and 
meeting the rest (Dave Appleing 
(GSS), Gary Jones, Lucy Northover, 
and Mandy and Matt Voysey), at 
Dubrovnik Airport on Sunday 24 
June.

We headed for the usual field 
at Ledenice, and although there 
was some hesitation about it 
(which I didn’t understand as my 
grasp of Montenegrin is nowhere 
good enough) from the farmer, he 
eventually let us camp there. It 
turned out that this uncertainty was 
due to the fact that the field was 
actually owned by a relative, who 
turned up later on in the week, and 
pressed us for money. Once more, 
the language barrier meant we 
didn’t really understand who he was. 
Nevertheless, we set up camp and 
got on with the caving.

Because of the illness experienced 
by lots of the team last year, we were 
particularly careful with drinking 
water, and only used bottled water 
for drinking, apart from water that 
was boiled for hot drinks. This 
proved to be successful, inasmuch as 
no-one was ill this year.

For the second week we were 
joined again by Uroš Akšamović, 
from Belgrade, and he was 
accompanied by Maja Slijepčević, 
a biology student at Belgrade 
University, who was studying newts. 
She was also interested in other 
reptiles, and collected at least one 
dead snake!

We had two really promising 
leads from last year, PB25 and Eye 
Spyder Pot, and we started on these 
on our first full day. Dave started to 
rig Eye Spyder, and it was rather a 
lonely job, as the pot was so vertical 
that anything kicked down from 

above was likely to hit Dave down “at 
the sharp end”. The pot corkscrewed 
down from ledge to ledge, all of 
which were covered in debris. So 
it was difficult for an assistant to 
accompany him; anyone above was 
likely to kick stones down onto the 
rigger. He got as far as a rubble-
floored ledge, sloping at about 45°, 
about 16m down.

The next pitch actually landed on a 
flat surface, at most 2 m x 1 m, but 
another rock slope followed. On 1 
July Uroš finished it off, putting in 
3 bolts and dropping another 40 m.

He and Dave surveyed and 
derigged it on 6 July.

The end result was that Eye 
Spyder Pot was a shaft that 
corkscrewed down for 99 m. It was 
totally dry and ended in a rock floor 
with sheep bones and military debris: 
grenades and a corroded rifle butt.

He continued on 26 June, helped 
by Matt and Mandy, putting in 
another Y-hang and rebelay to a 
bridge - The Nostrils - a further 
20 m down. Yet another Y-hang 
through the right nostril led to yet 
another sloping ledge 15 m below. 

Gary, Lucy and I relocated PB25, 
and Gary started to rig the first pitch 
on 26 June. This involved a sloping 
traverse down the right-hand wall of 
a rocky gully, then 20 m down to a 
small ledge, with a small trickle of 
water pouring over it. Not quite the 
waterfall we had been told about. 
Gary’s first rig put the rope straight 
under it!

Mandy at the entrance to Eye Spyder Pot
Photo: Dave Appleing

Uroš on one of the ‘ledges’ in Eye Spyder Pot 
Photo: Dave Appleing

Uroš descending from ‘the nostrils’ in Eye Spyder 
Pot.  Photo: Dave Appleing

Military debris at the bottom of Eye Spyder Pot 
Photos: Dave Appleing
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From the ledge we went across 
to the left-hand wall and from 
there about 15 m to the floor of the 
chamber. The pitch was 52 m in total. 
The steeply-sloping, rocky floor 
at the bottom led to a drop through 
boulders. One of the large boulders 
had ‘SOB’ smoked on it. Enquiries 
made after the expedition established 
that the Belgrade club SOB had 
explored this far in 1987. I rigged 
a temporary rope (15 m) down into 
another chamber, which appeared to 
have no way on; all the little crevices 
were too small to enter. However a 
narrow hole in the left wall looked 
passable.

On 29 June Dave, Gary and 
Robin returned, re-rigged the pitches 
clear of the water and eliminated the 
rub points, and put an 8 m handline 
down the hole and through boulders 
into a parallel aven. This also had a 
steeply descending and loose boulder 
floor. Gary and Robin went as far as 
they could but it became impassable.

Sunbeam Hole had been explored 
in 2011 to a blocked tube at a depth 
of 82 m, but it still had an impressive 
draught at the end. Gary thought the 
cave deserved further investigation. 
He and Uroš returned to the bottom, 
and dug through the remains of a 
false calcite floor, but the boulders 
became too much to move. One of 
those caves, that, if it were at home, 
would be scaffolded and dug with 
great determination.

For the rest of the expedition we 
spent many days searching through 
the woods, either struggling through 
the undergrowth and being attacked 
by mosquitoes, or clambering over 
sharp rillen-karren and being dazzled 
by the sun reflecting off the white 
limestone. We found many more 
caves to the east of Sunbeam Hole, 
some as deep as 20 m. There was more 
evidence that some of the caves had 
been used by the local inhabitants at 
one stage; we found stone walls and 
a hollowed log. And David found a 
World War II Italian army helmet in 
GK136, so it got called Helmet Pot. 
Many of these caves tantalisingly 
emitted cold draughts, but when 
you got into them, the draught either 
came from a jumble of boulders or 
a crevice that was far too narrow to 
enter.

On 4 July I went with Mandy and 
Matt towards the cliffs that could be 
seen from the road. Passing from 
one small depression to another, 
we eventually came across Triple 
Doline Cave. This had a large 
entrance at the bottom of one doline, 
and to the left of it were openings 
into two adjacent, higher dolines. A 
steep descent on loose leaf litter led 
to a short drop of about 5 m, which 
could be descended using a dead 
tree trunk, onto a rubble floor. This 
stopped at a pitch, so we returned 
the following day and rigged it. I put 
in a traverse line across the top of 
the ledge, and a Y-hang towards the 
edge. Matt put a bolt in the opposite 
wall to hold a deviation, and we 
descended a 10 m pitch to the top 
of a steep boulder slope. This went 
down another 10 m or so but it 
petered out in a small, narrow rift at 
the bottom.

As I climbed out, up the dead 
tree, it decided to peel away from the 
wall, so I shouted at it and it fell back 
in place. After that I rigged the rope 
as a handline for Matt and Mandy to 
use.

On 3 July, several of the team 
had a ‘rest’ day, and went to visit 
Kotor, with its fortress high on the 
hill overlooking the town. I went 
with Paul, Uros, Maja, and Gary to 
look at two springs near the coast. I 
wanted to know how they compared 
with other, known springs, several 
of which (like Spila Risanska) are 
major resurgences.

Mandy at the top of the pitch in Triple Doline Cave 
Photo: Matt Voysey

Ercegovina resurgence 
Photos: Uroš Akšamovic

Triple Doline Cave 
Photo: Joe Duxbury

Gary at the top of the first pitch in PB25
Robin at ‘SOB rock’, PB25
David in the final chamber, PB25
Photos: Dave Appleing
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The first, Ercegovina (1 on the map 
below), is large, and unfortunately 
has been comprehensively capped 
as a water supply. Water from the 
inaccessible source first flows into 
a concrete chamber, which seemed 
to be full of pebbles (presumably a 
first-stage, elementary filter). It then 
flows into an inspection chamber 
(which we managed to climb into), 
and from there into a final chamber, 
from where it is pumped along the 
coast. Overflow from the inspection 
chamber goes into a concrete channel. 
It is clearly capable of producing a 
large amount of water, but there is no 
access to the source itself.

We then went to find another 
spring, higher up the mountain, past 
the church of Sv Ðorđe. After taking 
the wrong road, and having a nerve-
wracking time reversing the minibus 
from a small building site at the top 
of a very narrow road, we decided to 
leave it at the bottom, and walk. We 
found a smaller spring (2), but that 
too has been capped, with a small 
blockhouse. The water was cool and 
delicious, but it was clear we were 
not going to get into any cave here.

We returned to the minibus, 
and drove towards Kotor. On the 
way, we stopped to look at another 
big resurgence, Ljuta Orahovačka. 
Acording to Uroš, this was higher 
than normal, with water still coming 
from the deep pool.

We got to Kotor, and found the 
rest of the party, who had exhausted 
themselves climbing up the many 
steps to the fortress in the heat of 
the day. So, after some lunch, we 
returned to Perast, and stopped there 
for a swim and some more beers at 
the Pirate bar.

At the end of the expedition, 
Uroš talked to a man who works at 
the water supply for Risan, taken 
from the Spila resurgence. He 
confirmed what Uroš had been told 
by a farmer at Grkavac, that there 
is an occasional overflow from the 
hillside above the resurgence. The 
exact location of this is not known, 
but it is worth investigating.

I went with Paul to investigate 
a scar on the hill above Risan, 
which looked suspiciously like a 
watercourse. However it turned out 
to be only due to rockfall, so we 
continued to walk further east, to the 
farm marked as Ubalac on the map. 
From the ruined church there, we went 
northwards to pick up the track to the 
radio mast on top of the hill. From the 
adjacent ridge, with what looked to 
be the remains of a watchtower, we 
saw the large, cliff-sided hole shown 
below. The name ‘Obodina’ is shown 

close to it on the map. It was too 
difficult to get to at that time, but it 
certainly looks promising.

We left on 7 July, and thanks to 
Uroš, negotiated a couple of taxis to 
take four of us to Herceg Novi and 
then on across the border into Croatia 
to Cavtat, while the rest of us in the 
minibus dropped Uroš at Risan, then 
carried on to meet the others. For 
once, we had no problems crossing 
the border into Croatia with the 
minibus. Then it was plain sailing 
back to Krka, in Slovenia, which we 
reached at about 10 pm.

We kipped on the restaurant floor 
again, and after a breakfast provided 
by Tanja Podržaj’s mother, were 
taken on a short trip into Poltarica 
Jama, a cave that the Krka club had 
dug out.

After being fed once more by 
Mrs. P, we continued our journey 
through Austria and Germany. We 
had another night by the Autobahn, 
and got home on Monday 9 July.

In conclusion, we explored PB25 
to a depth of over 150 m , and Eye 
Spyder Pot was found to be a single 
shaft of 99 m. We continued to 
expand the areas of exploration, and 
located more than 70 pits, shafts and 
cavities.

A copy of the full report to the 
Ghar Parau Foundation of this year’s 
expedition, with more surveys and 
maps, has been placed in the CSS 
library.

Spring above Sveti Ðorde
Photo: Uroš Akšamovic

Obodinska Jama 
Photo: Joe Duxbury

Left: 
Resurgences investigated
Map supplied by Joe Duxbury
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On Sunday 30th of December 
2012 Sue and I drove down to 
MNRS, which was very crowded and 
we had a quick cup of tea and filled 
out a Callout Form before going 
off to Western Mendip. I wanted to 
check that Loxton Quarry Cave and 
Loxton Cave were still accessible 
on the CSCC key/padlock as there 
was a rumour circulating that the 
local council had stopped access. 
Fortunately this is not true, the only 
cave where access has been stopped 
by the local council is access to the 
Lost Cave of Loxton  that was re-
found a couple of years ago and the 
reason for this is that the entrance 
shaft is not very stable. 

We parked in the small quarry, 
got changed and firstly went into 
Loxton Quarry Cave, a short and not 
very interesting cave but probably 
has some slight dig potential. After 
spending probably only 15 minutes 
in this cave we walked up to Loxton 

Cave, perhaps 15 metres uphill 
from quarry, which is much more 
interesting and I decided that we 
would abseil in the top entrance as 
Sue had not done this before. 

I tied the end of the rope to the 
gate frame and abseiled the 20 
foot or so into the Main Chamber 
landing on a muddy slope. Sue 
followed me down and we were 
careful not to disturb the one or two 
bats hanging around in the Main 
Chamber. 

This is a short but interesting 
cave with one or two side passages, 
one of which descends steeply past a 
squeeze and leads to some very pretty 
bedding chambers. In one of these I 
saw a calcite column spurting water 
at some pressure from a pinhole near 
the top and I tried to photograph this 
with some success. 

We left the cave via the adit 
entrance and then went back up to 

pull up the rope and secure the top 
entrance. An enjoyable short trip; 
suitable for novices. 

We then climbed in the car rather 
dirty and drove over to Denny's Hole 
at the end of a promontory on the 
south side of Waverley Down, the 
entrance of which was very slippery 
and we kind of slipped and plonked 
into the cave and wondered how we 
would be able to get out and thought 
this would be rather embarrassing 
if we exceeded our callout time! 
However, only 30 feet or so into the 
cave where there is a squeeze into the 
next chamber there was a bat hanging 
centrally in the squeeze.

 This finished our caving for the 
day, although I did persuaded Sue 
to look briefly into Sandy Cave in 
the quarry below, this is a very short 
rather unusual cave with a sandy 
floor and the far chamber is a popular 
bat roost.

A Western Mendip Bimble
by Andy Watson

Sue Watson exiting Loxton Cave
Photo: Andy Watson
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Alison Moody in the Frozen Deep, 
Reservoir Hole
Photo: Nick Chipchase
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Tim Gibbs in North West Inlet
Photo: Dan Thorne

Ogof Craig a Fynnon- 
North West Inlet 

18th December 2012-2 hours
by Tim Gibbs
Jason McCorriston, Dan Thorne and Tim Gibbs

We set off to the entrance equipped in our 
wetsuits. Once inside we saw the bat that hangs 
off the straw in the entrance series. Reaching the 
junction we savoured our last moments of warmth 
before beginning the neck deep wade into the North 
West Inlet. 

We continued down the passage managing to 
overcome the mud in the battle for our wellies. 
After numerous formations and pleasing passage we 
got to the final chamber where the dig begins. We 
were all very impressed by the effort that had been 
expended in pursuing the dig. We managed to get 

one of the carriages to move. The other two's wheels 
had rusted. We all had a look at the dig face and 
the sound of water coupled with size of the boulders 
suggests the breakthrough point could be close. It 
did however, look like a serious prospect and would 
require a brave person to take it up.

We returned and just before exiting, we popped 
through a duck with about an inch of air space to a 
muddy but pretty grotto. A consequence of this was 
probably one of the worst cases of ice cream head I have 
experienced. After a chilly road side change we regained 
some warmth in the pub whilst enjoying a pint.
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Dinas Silica Mines 

11th December 2012-3h
by Tim Gibbs

Dan Thorne, Liz Witstanley, Lisa Boore, Paul Tarrant, John Stevens, Nick Leftly and 
Tim Gibbs

We visited three mines in all. The silica mines were created to supply very high purity silica bricks for 
the numerous iron furnaces in South Wales. The only material available at the time that could stand the heat 
was this pure silica. The sandstone bed that was mined was almost 100% silica and one of the beds that 
make up the millstone grit sequence. The first mine we visited was the closest to the car park, fairly short 
and contained a nice blue stal. 

We then walked a little further up the gorge and came to the second mine. This mine was worked on 
three levels. In certain parts of the mine throwing rock at the wall causes sparks - great entertainment for all 
the males present. We briefly exited the mine through the top entrance before concluding that it was much 
warmer in the mines and returning that way. 

The final mine that we visited was by far the largest and contained many flooded passages. Diving line 
was visible in some of the flooded levels. There was also a lot more industrial archeology in this mine 
including: winding apparatus, piping and remains of the railway system. We also saw numerous snotites - a 
first for me. 

We walked back to the cars with the heavy frost giving the place a festive feel. We then decided to take 
shelter in the pub for a drink before departing into the thick fog.

Tim Gibbs in Dinas Silica Mines
Photo: Dan Thorne
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Eastwater Cavern
Tuesday 8th January 2013.
 John Cooper, Emma Gisborne (WCC) and John Gis-
borne (WCC). 
A trip to introduce JG to the delights of Eastwater. Up-
per Traverse, down through Hallelujah Hole then Lower 
Traverse. Back up the Canyon via the S-Bend and out 
through Wind Tunnel and the Woggle Press. Stream still 
flowing into the entrance making the choke a bit damp. 
JG came out with sore ribs that lasted several days. He 
blamed them on Hallelujah Hole. 1 hour.

GB Cavern
Thursday 17th January 2013. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne. 
A trip to beat the snowfall due on Friday. Down to the 
Ladder Dig. It was nose to the roof through the pool just 
past the old Ladder Dig gate. Emma said no way. Came 
out via the Gallery traverse. 1¼ hours.

Goatchurch Cavern
Saturday 15th December 2012.
Morning trip. John Cooper, John Gisborne, Ali Moody 
(WCC), Nigel Graham (WCC) and Jude Vanderplank 
(WCC). 
Carrying in food and drink to the Boulder Chamber then 
hiding lots of doughnuts and chocolate coins ready for 
the afternoon party. 1½ hours.
Afternoon trip. Hordes descended upon the cave for an 
afternoon treasure hunt. 2½ hours.

Hunters Lodge Inn Sink
Thursday 6th December 2012. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne. 
Down the entrance shaft, fixed ladder, and into Pub 
Crawl. Eventually arrived at walking size passage, Hap-
py Hour Highway. On down to the dry stone walls and 
down the free climb shaft to a crawl and climb up again, 
fixed ladder and handline not really necessary. Skirted 
round top of Pewter Pot and along Barmaids’ Bedrooms 
to end digs. First part very pretty and second part with old 
bones, some calcited. Back out peering down into Pewter 
Pot and Drip Tray Sump. Brought out a wee frog found 
at the end of Pub Crawl, Ali will be pleased. 1¾ hours.

Read’s Cavern
Saturday 10th November 2012. 
Pete Buckley (WCC), John Cooper, John Gisborne, Pete 
Hann (WCC) and Ali Moody. A rather disorganised day. 
To start with Pete H left his helmet and light at home 
but managed to borrow spares. Then, having arrived at 

the UBSS hut to park, we discovered the ladder wasn’t 
with us. Ali returned to collect one whilst the rest of us 
went up to the cave. Whilst Pete H and I collected and 
prepared a suitable quantity of tamping mud Pete B and 
John G had a wander round the Boulder Chamber area. 
Having got everything sorted we went into Pipe Chamber 
to await Ali. I decided to have a look onwards and re-
laid the guideline to the top of Splash Pot (subsequently 
removed by Ali!). Then Pete B and JohnG went down 
to have a look. Still no Ali so Pete H and I went out for 
a look. Found the ladder and her gloves at the entrance 
but no Ali! Pete H took the ladder in and went to ladder 
Splash Pot with Pete B whilst I went to find Ali. Turned 
out she’d got back to the entrance with the ladder only to 
find her light wouldn’t work! She’d tried shouting down 
the dry entrance to us but we hadn’t heard so she’d gone 
off to get a light. She managed to borrow one at the MCG 
so hadn’t had to go all the way back to the Wessex. Even-
tually returned only a couple of minutes after we’d ar-
rived looking for her. Whilst the rest were down Splash 
Pot John G and I had a look at the dry entrance. It’s still 
very slippery – not recommended. Once we were all re-
united we left, bumping into Henry & Hannah Bennet 
at the UBSS hut, they were deciding to walk or to cave 
(Henry won with a walk!) then off for tea and cake. 2½ 
hour trip for about ½ hour’s work.

Saturday 24th November 2012. 
John Cooper, John Gisborne, Pete Hann and Ali Moody. 
A rather more organised trip than last time, although 
much wetter. Some spoil was removed from the pinch 
point in the ongoing passage at the bottom of Splash Pot 
before some more was created. 2 hours.

Saturday 8th December 2012. 
Andrew Atkinson (UBSS), Pete Buckley, John Cooper, 
John Gisborne and Ali Moody. 
Spoil was removed from the pinch point and moved up to 
the bottom of Splash Pot. Ali and Andrew went through 
the pinch point to check on the next obstacle before some 
more spoil was created. Perhaps the pinch point is now 
large enough for the rest of us? 2¼ hours.

Saturday 22nd December 2012. 
Pete Buckley, John Cooper, John Gisborne and Ali 
Moody. 
The spoil from the pinch point was removed allowing 
Ali, Pete and John C to reach the “too tight” point on the 
survey. This bend was hit hard and we shall return. 2½ 
hours.
Thursday 27th December 2012. 
Pete Buckley, John Cooper, John Gisborne and Ali 
Moody. 
The spoil from the bend was removed as far as the bot-
tom of the small drop. Needs another session to get it 
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back to the base of Splash Pot. Onwards from the bend 
now. 2¾ hours.

Saturday 29th December 2012. 
Pete Buckley, Richard Carey (WCC), John Cooper, Ali 
Moody and Andrea Russe (MCG). 
The spoil from the bottom of the small drop was moved 
up to the bottom of Splash Pot. Then PB, JC and AM 
continued work moving the spoil from the bend at the 
end as far as the bottom of the small drop. Needs another 
session to get it back to the base of Splash Pot. PB can 
now turn round at the end. Onwards from the bend again. 
2¾ hours.

Wednesday 2nd January 2013. 
Pete Buckley, John Cooper, John Gisborne and Ali 
Moody. 
Carried sand, cement and water from the start of Z-Alley 
to the bottom of Splash Pot on our way in. The spoil from 
the bottom of the small drop was moved up to the bottom 
of Splash Pot. Then JG cemented a retaining wall at the 
bottom of Splash Pot whilst PB, JC and AM continued 
work moving the spoil from the bend at the end as far as 
the bottom of the small drop. Needs another session to 
get it back to the base of Splash Pot. Onwards from the 
bend again. 4 hours.

Saturday 5th January 2013. 
Pete Buckley, John Cooper, John Gisborne and Ali 
Moody. Carried sand and cement from the start of Z-Al-
ley to the bottom of Splash Pot on our way in. The spoil 
from the bottom of the small drop was moved up to the 
bottom of Splash Pot. Then JG cemented a retaining wall 
at the bottom of Splash Pot whilst PB, JC and AM contin-
ued work moving the spoil from the bend at the end as far 
as the bottom of the small drop. Needs another session to 
get it back to the base of Splash Pot. Onwards from the 
bend again. We are slowly getting there! 4 hours again.

Saturday 12th January 2013. 
Pete Buckley, John Cooper, Emma Gisborne, John Gis-
borne and Ali Moody. 
Carried more sand and cement into the cave to continue 
walling at the bottom of Splash Pot. The spoil from the 
bottom of the small drop was moved up to the bottom of 
Splash Pot (AM at the bottom passing trays of spoil up 
to PB at the top of the small drop; JC pulling the trays 
along the crawl and tipping them into a sack which, two 
trays at a time, were hauled up the rift by JG and passed 
to EG to empty at the bottom of Splash Pot. Then EG and 
JG cemented a retaining wall at the bottom of Splash Pot 
whilst PB, JC and AM continued work moving the spoil 
from the bend at the end as far as the bottom of the small 
drop. Then Whilst Ali worked at the end the remaining 
four cleared this spoil back to the bottom of Splash Pot 
(EG to JC to PB to JG). Nearly there (I hope!). The cur-
rent end is a keyhole shaped passage with the top part 
filled with mud. It’s very cold washing off in the stream 
at the end of the trip! 4¼ hours.

Rod’s Pot
Tuesday 13th November 2012. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne joined Andy Sparrow’s 
digging team for an evening of spoil shifting. The bags 

weren’t counted but I reckon around 150 were stacked 
up out of the way by a team totalling 13 in number. 2¾ 
hours.

Wednesday 19th December 2012. 
John Cooper joined Andy Sparrow, Pete and Sean for an-
other evening of spoil shifting. 2½ hours.

Spider Hole
Monday 31st December 2012. 
John Cooper, Pete Hann, Nigel Graham, Adrian and Jude 
Vanderplank. 
Clearing spoil from the bottom of the last drop and ce-
menting loose boulders into place. 2½ hours.

Swildon’s Hole
Thursday 8th November 2012. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne. 
Quite wet so Emma wore her new neo-fleece and I had 
3mm wetsuit. Down through Sump 1 then up into Vicar-
age Passage and back as far as Birthday Squeeze. 2 hours.

Sunday 11th November 2012. 
John Cooper, Emma Gisborne, John Gisborne and Rach-
ael McMahon (Aberystwyth University CC). 
A trip to introduce John G to the Forty and Rachael to 
Swildon’s. In the Short Dry Way and all down the For-
ty and as far as the Twenty. Discovered it was laddered 
with a 3 section rigid aluminium builder’s ladder so we 
all went down and proceeded as far as the Inclined Rift. 
Back up the Twenty then the Forty (John G took the low-
er route). Out the Wet Way. 2 hours.

Thursday 15th November 2012. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne. 
Still quite wet so Emma wore her new neo-fleece and 
I had 3mm wetsuit. Went to check out the state of the 
Mud Sump. It doesn’t seem to be filling up again; it’s 
been bailed several times over the past week and now has 
15cm airspace. Needs another hours work to dry it out. 
We went through on our backs and checked the pipe the 
far side and it was working fine. There was no evidence 
that the pipe had overflowed, the pool immediately be-
low where the drip is captured was still relatively dry. 
1¾ hours.

Thursday 22nd November 2012. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne. 
Far wetter than last week. Water half way up the top pipe 
when we entered and heavy rain imminent so decided on 
the upper series. In via the Zig-Zags and the Long Dry 
Way into Boulder Chamber. Went up that and took the 
tube into the New Grottoes before returning and continu-
ing on down to the Old Grotto. On down to Water Cham-
ber where we looked at the continuing streamway, looked 
quite sporting so we ignored it and headed into the Wet 
Way. Took a climb up on the right into Lowbow where 
we did Lower Lowbow then Upper Lowbow before look-
ing along the Lower Oxbow as far as the tight connec-
tion. Back into the Wet Way and looked at the Lavatory 
Pan, decided it was too wet so retreated and took the Dry 
Way out. On her first attempt to exit the cave Emma got 
washed back in. Second attempt was successful. Just a 
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matter of crawling along head down until the end wall 
with the pipe was reached then standing up, again with 
head down and climbing up the entrance waterfall. On 
exit there was 15 – 20 cm of water flowing over the step 
into the blockhouse. Never done it quite that wet before! 
1½ hours.

Thursday 29th November 2012. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne. 
No rain since last Saturday night so cave drying out nice-
ly. However nice frost on walk across! Went and checked 
the Mud Sump. Barry Weaver had reported it was full 
to the top of the dam on Sunday, the dam also being full 
Also the Moles’ dig was full to the level of the pulley and 
overflowing into the passage and the dam. This evening 
the main dam was empty and the water level in the Mud 
Sump had dropped 30cm. However there was still at 
least 60cm of water needing bailing out. We bailed the 
top dam dry, it also was completely full on arrival. Out 
the Wet Way. 1¾ hours.

Sunday 2nd December 2012. 
John Cooper and Barry Weaver. 
Went and bailed the Mud Sump for 30 minutes letting 
the water overflow the top dam and flow down into the 
Moles dig. A group in yesterday also bailed for half an 
hour. Still several hours work left. I now believe the wa-
ter came in via the small inlet above the second dam, 
filled it then overflowed and ran down into the Moles’ 
dig. Once that was full it overflowed the dam below that 
and ran on down into the Mud Sump. On our way out 
of the cave we met our local Lib Dem MP, Tessa Munt. 
She was descending the Double Pots in the company of 
Martin Grass, Dany Bradshaw, Bob Corke and another. 
2 hours.

Sunday 9th December 2012. 
Rick Box, John Cooper, Emma Gisborne, John Gisborne 
and Barry Weaver. 
Went and bailed the Mud Sump for 45 minutes letting 
the water overflow the top dam and flow down into the 
Moles dig until it was full. A group in yesterday also 
bailed for one and a half hours on their Short Round Trip. 
There is now about 15cm of airspace through the Mud 
Sump. The top tub is in need of repair, the pipe keeps 
falling off it. 2¼ hours.

Thursday 13th December 2012. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne. 
Went down through Sump 1 and up into Vicarage Pas-
sage. Had a look at the top of Vicarage Pot and then at the 
start of Wet Ears Squeeze before coming out. 2½ hours.

Sunday 16th December 2012. 
John Cooper and Barry Weaver. 
Went and bailed the Mud Sump for 15 minutes. 1¾ hours.

Sunday 23rd December 2012. 
John Cooper and Barry Weaver. 
Water about 10cm below the top pipe. Down to Sump 1, 
diving line anchor about 10cm underwater. Nice sport-
ing streamway with lots of fresh foam. Back out the Wet 
Way, the Lavatory Pan was fun. 1½ hours.

Sunday 30th December 2012. 
John Cooper, John Newton, Stephen Newton, Chris Seal, 
Barley Turner, Honor Turner, Kerrin Turner, and Barry 
Weaver. 
Water about 25cm below the top pipe and no rain fore-
cast. In via the Zig-Zags and Dry Way as far as the top 
of the Twenty (handline fixed on 8ft drop). Back out the 
Long Dry Way. 1½ hours.

Thursday 3rd January 2013. 
John Cooper, Gary Kiely, Emma Gisborne, Rachael Mc-
Mahon (WCC), Stephen Muncaster (WCC) and Stephen 
Newton. 
Four to Sump 2 whilst JC tried to talk Rachael through 
Sump 1. 2 hours.

Saturday 6th January 2013. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne. 
Down through Sump 1 and looked at the Bold Step into 
Approach Passage. then down to The Landing and up into 
Vicarage Passage. Went and looked at Birthday Squeeze 
before coming out the Wet Way. 2¼ hours.

Wednesday 9th January 2013. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne. 
To the Mud Sump where we found Mark Easterling (aka 
Bean, WCC) and Mark Kellaway (aka Mak, WCC) bail-
ing from the dam. The Mud Sump water was all the way 
back alongside the dam. They didn’t manage to empty 
the dam as we kept filling it! Eventually they decided 
they had done enough and left, by which time there was 
dry land alongside the dam. We finished off emptying the 
dam and left it nice and tidy ready for the next session. 
The Moles’ dig had a pool at the bottom but still plenty of 
room for more water. 2¼ hours.

Wednesday 16th January 2013. 
John Cooper and Emma Gisborne. 
In via the Zig-Zags and the Long Dry Way into Boulder 
Chamber. Went up that and took the tube into the New 
Grottoes before returning and continuing on down to the 
Old Grotto. On down to Water Chamber then into the 
Wet Way out and up the climb on the right into Lower 
Oxbow where we did Lower Lowbow then Upper Low-
bow before looking along the Lower Oxbow as far as 
the tight connection. Back into the Wet Way and through 
the Lavatory Pan then up and looked at the rope hang-
ing down from Cistern Dig, will visit next time. Back 
into The Oxbows and continued through into Butcombe 
Chamber where we climbed the wall and went through 
the tube into the parallel rift. Back into Butcombe Cham-
ber then under the wall into Upper Oxbow and out the 
small rift into the Wet Way and out. 1¾ hours.

Upper Flood Swallet
Saturday 1st December 2012. 
Andrew Atkinson, Pete Buckley, Bill Chadwick (MCG), 
Ben Cooper (MCG), John Cooper, Ali Moody and Mike 
Richardson (MCG). Another digging trip to the Never-
land bypass. According to Ali you can now see into the 
passage on the far side of the dig (it’s actually above your 
head). 1¾ hours in, 2¼ hours digging and 1½ hours out. 
5½ hours total.
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